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Strike/Slip
In this extraordinary collection from one of
our most celebrated poets, Don McKay
walks the strike-slip fault between poetry
and landscape, sticks its strange nose into
the cold silence of geologic time, meditates
on marble, quartz and gneiss, and attends
to the songs of ravens and thrushes and to
the clamour of the industrialized bush.
Behind these poems lies the urge to engage
the tectonics of planetary dwelling with the
rickety contraption of language, and to
register the stress, sheer and strain but also
the astonishment
engendered by that
necessary failure.
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Faultline: Earthquake Faults & The San Andreas Fault Exploratorium A strike slip fault is a place where two
blocks of land move horizontally along a fault plane. These faults can form between small blocks of land or tectonic
plates. strike-slip fault - Schlumberger Oilfield Glossary Strike-slip tectonics is concerned with the structures formed
by, and the tectonic processes associated with, zones of lateral displacement within the crust or STRIKE-SLIP AND
OBLIQUE-SLIP TECTONICS Strike-slip faults involve motion which is parallel to the strike of the fault--frequently
described as a side-by-side motion. Strike-slip faults are further described Fault Lines: Facts About Cracks in the
Earth - Live Science Map showing the location of two large strike-slip earthquakes (red stars) off the west coast of
Sumatra, Indonesia on April 11, 2012. Aftershocks (orange circles) Strike-slip fault - USGS Geology and Geophysics
The motion along a strike-slip fault is parallel to the strike of the fault surface, and the fault blocks move sideways past
each other. A strike-slip fault in which the Images for Strike/Slip Strike slip is divided into two lateral senses:
left-lateral and right-lateral. To understand the difference between these two types of slip, imagine standing on one
Sumatran strike-slip earthquakes challenge seismologists EARTH Strike-slip faults are vertical (or nearly vertical)
fractures where the blocks have mostly moved horizontally. If the block opposite an observer looking across the fault
moves to the right, the slip style is termed right lateral if the block moves to the left, the motion is termed left lateral.
Fault: Left Lateral Strike-slip Fault with No Friction - Incorporated Strike-slip faults are vertical (or nearly
vertical) fractures where the blocks have mostly moved horizontally. The fault motion of a strike-slip fault is caused by
Strike-slip faults - Earthquake Glossary The importance of strike-slip faulting was recognized near the turn of the
century, chiefly from investigations of surficial offsets associated with major earthquakes Strike-slip fault - The Free
Dictionary Strike-slip faults are vertical (or nearly vertical) fractures where the blocks have mostly moved horizontally.
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If the block opposite an observer looking across the right-lateral - Earthquake Glossary Visual Glossary. illustration
of terms. Fault. Normal faults. Reverse faults. Strike-slip fault. Fault scarp. Faults and earthquakes. Like most stories
What is the difference between a Normal Fault, a Reverse Fault, and right-lateral. If you were to stand on the fault
and look along its length, this is a type of strike-slip fault where the right block moves toward you and the left block
strike-slip fault geology Define strike-slip fault. strike-slip fault synonyms, strike-slip fault pronunciation, strike-slip
fault translation, English dictionary definition of strike-slip fault. Strike Slip Fault - Kids Fun Science The San
Andreas Faultmade infamous by the 1906 San Francisco earthquakeis a strike-slip fault. This means two fault blocks are
moving past each other Fault (geology) - Wikipedia The term strike-slip refers to a type of fault where two fault
blocks slip in opposite directions of each other. Unlike a normal fault or reverse fault, Strike-slip faults - Geological
Society of America Bulletin A Strike-Slip fault experiences lateral motion - movement is horizontal, along the line of
the strike of the fault. They can be defined as Sinistral (the walls move to Strike-Slip Fault Left-lateral fault strike slip
fault with little or no friction along fault contact. There is no deformation of the rock adjacent to contact. If the block
opposite an observer Category:Strike-slip faults - Wikipedia One of the remarkable tectonic features of the Earths
crust is the widespread presence of long, approximately straight and geomorphically prominent strike-slip Strike-Slip
Fault - USGS Earthquake Hazards Program Strike-slip (also called transcurrent, wrench, or lateral) faults are
similarly caused by horizontal compression, but they release their energy by rock displacement Strike-slip tectonics Wikipedia You may note that the pictures and animations above show the strike-slip faults as being essentially vertical
in dip, whereas the dip-slip faults had obvious Strike-slip fault - YouTube Definition of Strike-Slip Fault. In geology, a
fault is a fracture in the earth. These cracks will run through rock and soil and anything else that gets in the way. Strike
Slip Define strike-slip: a fault about which movement is predominantly horizontal strike-slip in a sentence. Strike-slip SEG Wiki Strike-slip faults include some of the worlds most famous - or infamous structures, including the San
Andreas Fault system and the North Anatolian Fault system. Strike-slip Definition of Strike-slip by
Merriam-Webster Fault: Strike-slip- Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology There are three kinds of
faults: strike-slip, normal and thrust (reverse) faults, said Nicholas van der Elst, a seismologist at Columbia Universitys
Strike-slip faults - Earthquake Glossary Pages in category Strike-slip faults. The following 56 pages are in this
category, out of 56 total. This list may not reflect recent changes (learn more).
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